
Fleksa Revolutionizes Restaurant Payments
with SoftPOS Launch on Android and iOS in
Partnership with Stripe

Fleksa's innovative SoftPOS solution empowers

restaurants to accept contactless payments

seamlessly on both Android and iPhone devices.

Revolutionizing the payment experience, Fleksa

ensures convenience and efficiency for modern

dining.

Fleksa, in partnership with Stripe,

launches a pioneering SoftPOS solution

for both Android and iOS platforms. 

NEW YORK, USA, May 23, 2024

/EINPresswire.com/ -- Fleksa, a

trailblazer in restaurant technology,

proudly announces the launch of its

revolutionary SoftPOS solution for both

Android and iOS platforms, developed

in collaboration with fintech giant

Stripe. This groundbreaking innovation

enables Fleksa's partner restaurants to

accept payments directly on their

smartphones, whether they use

iPhones or Android devices, marking a

significant leap forward in the digital

transformation of the restaurant

industry.

Leading the Charge in Digital Payment Solutions

Fleksa’s SoftPOS (Software Point of Sale) technology represents the future of payment solutions

in the hospitality sector. By enabling smartphones and tablets to function as payment terminals,

Fleksa eliminates the need for traditional POS hardware, heralding a new era of streamlined,

cost-effective operations for restaurants.

Key Features and Benefits:

1. Cost-Efficiency:

Utilizing existing smartphones and tablets as payment terminals significantly reduces initial

setup and ongoing maintenance costs associated with traditional POS systems.

2. Enhanced Flexibility and Mobility:

The SoftPOS solution allows waitstaff to process payments anywhere within the restaurant,

including at the table. This capability speeds up service and enhances the customer experience,

http://www.einpresswire.com
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Our mission has always

been to empower

restaurants with the best

technology, and the launch

of softPOS on Android and

iPhone marks a significant

milestone in achieving that

goal.”

Bhagwati Bhushan Mishra

especially beneficial for outdoor dining and event-based

services.

3. Wide Range of Payment Options:

Fleksa's SoftPOS supports various payment methods,

including contactless payments via NFC, digital wallets like

Google Pay and Apple Pay, and major credit and debit

cards. This ensures that restaurants can cater to diverse

customer payment preferences.

4. Seamless Integration:

The SoftPOS solution integrates effortlessly with existing

restaurant management systems, streamlining operations from order taking to payment

processing and reducing potential for errors.

5. Advanced Security:

Equipped with robust security features such as encryption and tokenization, Fleksa's SoftPOS

ensures that all transactions are secure and compliant with PCI DSS (Payment Card Industry Data

Security Standard).

Fleksa's Role in Innovating Restaurant Technology

Fleksa has consistently been at the forefront of technological innovation in the restaurant

industry. By partnering with Stripe, Fleksa has developed a robust SoftPOS solution tailored to

meet the unique needs of its partner restaurants. Key aspects of Fleksa's contribution include:

1. Technology Development:

Leveraging its deep expertise in restaurant technology, Fleksa has created an intuitive and user-

friendly SoftPOS interface. This design ensures that restaurant staff can quickly adapt to the new

system, minimizing disruption and maximizing efficiency.

2. Comprehensive Support:

Fleksa offers extensive support to its partner restaurants, including training and technical

assistance. This ensures that restaurants can fully leverage the benefits of SoftPOS technology

and resolve any issues swiftly.

3. Continuous Innovation:

Committed to staying ahead of industry trends, Fleksa continuously updates its SoftPOS solution

with the latest technological advancements, ensuring that its partner restaurants remain

competitive and can offer top-notch service.

Transforming the Restaurant Experience

The launch of Fleksa's SoftPOS solution is set to revolutionize the restaurant experience for both



operators and customers.

For Restaurants:

1. Operational Efficiency:

SoftPOS streamlines payment processing, reducing the time staff spend handling transactions

and allowing them to focus on providing excellent service. This increased efficiency can lead to

faster table turnover and higher revenue.

2. Scalability:

The SoftPOS solution is scalable, making it suitable for restaurants of all sizes, from small cafes

to large chains. As a restaurant grows, the SoftPOS system can easily expand to meet increased

demand without significant additional investment.

3. Competitive Edge:

By adopting SoftPOS technology, restaurants can differentiate themselves from competitors by

offering modern, convenient payment solutions. This can attract tech-savvy customers and

foster customer loyalty.

For Customers:

1. Improved Experience:

The ability to pay quickly and conveniently at their table enhances the overall dining experience

for customers. Reduced wait times and a seamless payment process contribute to higher

customer satisfaction.

2. Payment Flexibility:

Customers can choose from a variety of payment methods, ensuring they can use their

preferred option, whether it’s a digital wallet or a contactless card.

A Vision for the Future

As the restaurant industry continues to evolve, Fleksa's commitment to innovation positions it as

a leader in digital payment solutions. The launch of the SoftPOS solution is a testament to

Fleksa’s dedication to providing its partner restaurants with cutting-edge technology that drives

efficiency, enhances customer experience, and supports growth.

For more information about Fleksa's SoftPOS solution and how it can benefit your restaurant,

visit fleksa.com.

About Fleksa:

At Fleksa, we help restaurants build their brand and save costs with our all-in-one, commission-

free platform. Enjoy seamless operations with integrated POS, delivery, and marketing tools, all

in one place.
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